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1. From an existing, permanent place? (so, not a temporary structure or piece of 
work at height equipment) (e.g. a roof, an overhead walkway, a fixed ladder or a 
mezzanine)

2. From temporary equipment designed for working at height? (e.g. a scaffold, 
ladder, mobile elevating work platform, rope access, suspended access or other 
temporary work at height method)

3. From other work equipment not specifically designed for working at height? 
(e.g. a desk, chair, box, item of machinery or any other temporary surface not 
specifically designed for work at height)

4. Don’t know

Where do most falls from height occur?

Let’s start with a pollLet’s start with a poll…



“PASMA is the organisation that knows mobile towers, 
and cares about the people who use them.”

About PASMA



Regulatory engagement

• Business Reference Panel

• Office for Product Safety & 
Standards

•Construction Industry Advisory Network 
•Working Well Together  
•Small Business Trade Advisory Forum
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What’s changing

Starts at ground level (currently starts at 2.5m)

Includes room scaffolds 

Access through the guardrail from ground

Encourage innovation – safe access at low height

Tower standards are changing

pasma.co.uk/en1004

Date of withdrawal: 17 May 2021

Current standard - 2.5m height to 8m external / 12m internal



From posters to pocket cards, a comprehensive 
range of support is available from PASMA

Information you can rely on

pasma.co.uk



Training

Towers for Users

Low Level Towers for Users

Work at Height Novice Towers on Stairways for Users

Cantilever Towers for Users

Towers for Managers

Towers for Professional Riggers

Towers with Bridges for Users

Linked Towers for Users

Large Deck Towers for Users



• …delegates had more practical time
• …you could experience danger without risk
• …managers knew what good looked like
• …somebody was watching the day after training
• …you could be sure a tower was built correctly
• …you could easily demonstrate your experience

Wouldn’t it be good if…



Complete theory section of your PASMA course 
online, from home or work, at your own pace.

e-Learning

• Limit time at training centre during COVID-19
• Go at your own pace
• Check your knowledge along the way
• Watch and re-watch as often as you like
• Access to TowerGame



Practise assembling towers on your computer 
before doing it for real on your training course 
- there are four builds to choose from!

TowerGame

3T AGR



Included in Towers for Managers training course
Managers learn to identify common and less 
common faults without leaving the classroom.

Virtual reality fault finding



• Making inspections easier and more consistent
• Storing inspections electronically in the Cloud
• Completed inspections are easy to find
• Receive automatic reminders to re-inspect
• Easy to configure and manage
• Insights into how delegates deploy knowledge
• Allowing users to demonstrate experience

Tower inspections go next level



• Inspections will be easier to conduct and more 
consistent

• Allow users to demonstrate experience
• More efficient use of inspection resources
• More and better inspection data helping to 

identify training needs

Benefits of tower inspection app

For individuals and organisations using 
towers

For PASMA and the industry

• More and better inspection data helping to 
improve training content

• Verifying competence to improve tower safety



• Accelerated change
• e-Learning
• Digital communication
• Online meetings save time and money
• Widening participation

Learning from COVID-19



PASMA Safety Practitioner Zone

A resource library for OSH professionals – update your tower 
knowledge and share good practice 

Toolbox Talks Tower Guides Bitesize safety videos



Ladders and stepladders are the most 
commonly used method of working at 
height for a wide range of tasks in both 
work and at home.

We estimate there are 2 million 
ladders in regular use!

Introducing the Ladder Association



• There are many situations where a ladder can be the right 
solution (low-risk and short-duration tasks), but they shouldn’t 
automatically be your first choice

• Often they are the most misused because, on the face of it, 
they appear so simple that people assume there's not much to 
know, but…

Ladders – they’re simple, right?



BS EN 131 Ladder Standard

There were 3 standards for ladders in 
the UK:

As of 1 January 2018, there is one 
standard with 2 classifications:

EN131
For trade and light industrial use EN131 Professional
BS2037 / BS1129 Class 1
For heavy duty and industrial use

BS2037 / BS1129 Class 3
For domestic use at home

EN131 Non-Professional

Is your ladder up to standard?



Meet LARI! 

We’ve shared all of our expertise and 
knowledge on ladder standards with LARI 
and given him a job as our LadderBOT. 

He now helps us answer questions from 
the public. 

Visit our website and ask him a question!

ladderassociation.org.uk/standards



ABBI’S STORY

ladderassociation.org.uk/get-a-grip

Get a grip on ladder safety



• Our message to ladder users is clear - If it’s right to 
use a ladder, use the right ladder and GET 
TRAINED to use it safely! 

• Training is about more than just using the ladder:
 Understand when it’s right to use a ladder (and 

when it’s not) 
 Choosing the right ladder
 Product Standards
 The key steps to use your ladder safely
 Handling & Storage
 Inspection & Fault-Finding
 Record-Keeping
 The Law!

Get a grip on ladder safety



Derbyshire Trading Standards Investigation 2016

• Concerns raised regarding the safety of 
imported telescopic ladders

• Derbyshire TS investigated 10 different types 
of telescopic ladder

• They all carried EN131 Certification Marks
• All 10 products failed
• The report recommends consignment 

testing
• Investing in the Test & Research Centre

Sub-standard ladders



• Produced safety guidance for ladder users
• Award from Dept. Business Energy & Industrial 

Strategy
• We learned there’s a lack of cost effective UK 

testing facilities for ladders
• Demonstrated value of collaborating

After the investigation 



Test & Research Centre
Specialist dedicated facility for access equipment testing

• Aiming to provide cost effective, reliable and 
independent product testing and certification

• Temperature controlled laboratory
• Batch testing for importers
• Additional capability for UK market
• Use data from testing for research



Test & Research Centre – a case study

Suffolk Trading Standards Investigation 2020

• Suspicious shipment of multi-hinge joint 
ladders intercepted at port

• Clamed to be compliant to EN 131 (spoiler: 
they were not!)

• Test & Research Centre conducted Critical 
Safety Fault Testing

• Results were alarming – most worryingly, 
both ladders failed strength tests

• Result: 266 dangerous ladders were 
prevented from entering market



Over 200K delegates trained annually

accessindustryforum.org.uk



More than 10 million workers

In over 1 million businesses

In every industry sector

From scaffolding to cleaning

The list is endless…

Every day… everywhere…



The consequences of a fall

For those who experience non-fatal accidents, a fall 
can lead to life-changing injuries and affect not just 
the victim but also their family, friends and colleagues

There’s a good chance you will know someone who has 
been affected by a fall from height



• Falls from height remains the biggest cause of life-
changing injuries and death at work

• In 2018/19, 40 people in the UK left home for work 
and never returned following a fall from height

• Over the last five years almost 29,000 people 
reported a fall from height injury at work

• Over the last five years the cost of workers falling 
from height is estimated at £800,000,000 with 
many people needing lifelong care

• Since 2014 in the UK nearly 200 people have died 
falling from height in the workplace

Falls from a 
height, 40

Struck by moving 
vehicle, 30

Other, 36

Struck by moving 
object, 16

Contact with moving 
machinery, 14

Trapped by 
something 
collapsing / 

overturning, 11

The facts about workplace falls



Source: Workplace fatal injuries in Great Britain, 2019, 
Health & Safety Executive

Standardised incidence rates – fatal injuries at work

Per 100,000 employees



REPORT PUBLISHED FEBRUARY 2019 

OVER 60 EVIDENCE SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED

THE AIF PROVIDED EVIDENCE FOR THE REPORT

TWO ORAL EVIDENCE SESSIONS HELD

workingatheight.info



“Our inquiry and report marks the 
beginning of the APPG’s  work.

Working with industry and 
government, we hope to make 
recommendations that will create a 
safer environment for the millions 
who work at height every day”

Alison Thewliss MP
Chair of the APPG on Working at Height

workingatheight.info

Alison Thewliss MP



APPG: Recommendations

The introduction of enhanced reporting

The appointment of an independent body

The expansion of Working Well Together (WWT)

The extension of Scotland’s FAI process

workingatheight.info



APPG: Further consultation

The creation of a digital technology strategy

A major review of work at height culture

workingatheight.info



Introducing the No Falls Foundation

Saving lives by stopping falls

The charity dedicated to preventing falls 
from height and helping people affected 
by the consequences of a fall.



EDUCATION SUPPORTRESEARCH

Raising awareness of life-changing consequences 
and fatalities following a fall from height

Our work



AFFECTED BY A FALL? SHARE YOUR STORY

SIGN THE NO FALLS CHARTER

GET OUR NEWSLETTERS

How you can support the charity

nofallsfoundation.org



Thank you!
Any questions?

Peter Bennett OBE

Stay in touch

• pasma.co.uk
• ladderassociation.org.uk
• accessindustryforum.org.uk
• nofallsfoundation.org


